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FROM THE CHAIR 

Dear Guild Members,  

 September is one of my favourite months. Gener-
ally the high heat of summer is starting to fade, the 
fruit trees branches are sagging under the load of rip-
ening fruit, the glorious colours of autumn  are start-
ing to form, harvest festivals are being planned.  

It also means Romsey Show, one of the 
highlights of the Guild year is about to 
happen.   Friday with the weather set fair 
(for the second year running) I arrive and 
there are no stewards at the gate so I just 
drive in.  The marquee is empty and the 
grass mown. Jo arrives with  a van full of 
useful items as well as most of the dis-
play items.  

With the many guild members present 
the displays are soon erected and the 
photos on Face Book show how good the 
display looked.  The main theme for this 

year was Animal, Mineral and Vegetable, highlighting rare breeds wool, 
milk protein fibre and linen.  This was as well as the children's  activities 
including peg loom, braids, weaving, spinning and  little wooden frames 
to weave on.  

Saturday again is a bright warm day the stand looks fabulous and by 
9.30am the crowds start arriving and don't seem to stop until the evening. 
One new addition this year was the small battery powered spinning 
wheel, a brilliant innovation. A take and use anywhere spinning device 
but much faster than the drop spindle. Its great to see an ancient craft us-
ing modern technology. 

 Of course after Romsey Show comes the Guild Open Day. The hall 
very quickly filled with our members showing  the usual  spinning and 
weaving skills  but also locker hooking, felt, lace, wool  carding of rare 
breeds. Our visitors start to arrive about 11.00am and the hall is soon 
filled with the sound of craft skills being exchanged.        
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Following the electrical spinning wheel at 
Romsey we had two members spinning with the 
new battery power spinning devices  
(technology spreads quickly) am I tempted 
YES!!! . 

The result of these two events and probably 
others, is we have 7 new members. So a very 
warm welcome to all our new members. But as 
well as that welcome, a big thank you to all our 
members for making these two events such a 
success.                                                                               Richard 
 

The displays looked fabulous and caught everyone's attention. A wonderful 

job by all the early birds.  Photos by Ella 

DEMONSTRATING AT THE ROMSEY SHOW 
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By ten o’clock most demonstrators were at their posts and the public started to trick-

le in.  The trickle soon became a flood and every one was very busy demonstrating 

and teaching children and adults alike to weave, spin and try out many different 

crafts. A great big thank you for all the helpers and demonstrators who made this a 

fantastic window on our Guild and all its many skills.  (Photos by Ella) 
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July Meeting 

The July Meeting started with the AGM at 10.30 Ruth gave apologies and 

then Richard continued with his reports.  Other committee members gave 

their results and then we had the election of officers.  Richard, Jo, Coral, 

Louise and Ruth were unanimously voted back on the committee. 

A discussion was had regarding spinning during meetings and a vote was 

taken.  It was decided that we could spin in the hall for in house meetings 

but not while visiting speakers were talking as it is deemed impolite. 

It was suggested that new members need someone to meet and greet so 

they didn't feel at such a loss when they first arrived. Immediately after the 

AGM members flocked to the sales table for the Guild Bring and Buy. 

There was something for everyone, in-

cluding spinning wheels, silk skeins 

(very popular), books, patterns, yarn of 

all sorts. 

Nadine did a fantastic job coping with us 

all as we vied for a bargain. 

A big thank you to the Bringers and the 

Buyers and especially Nadine.  The 

Guild funds are now a lot better off. 
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A Bronze Age Costume Workshop 

with Guild members Patricia Silver-Warner  

assisted by Mary Harris 

 

Following on from a talk we had last February about 

Must Farm in Cambridgeshire given by Dr. Susanna 

Harris,  we were fortunate to have two local historians, 

Patricia Silver-Warner and Mary Harris, give a presenta-

tion about The Bronze Age onwards form of dress.  

It was unusual in that all we were required to bring into 

our monthly Guild meeting was a rectangular sheet, 

blanket or other form of fabric, about 15 safety pins, a 

belt of some kind and the rest would fall into place, liter-

ally! On the day, Patricia and Mary came dressed in their 

‘chiton’ or ‘peplos’  and we were given a short historical 

background to give context to what we were about to 

embark upon -  a ‘twirl-around’ – whereby school chil-

dren actually have a kind of fashion show to illustrate 

this ancient form of dress which is so 

simple to make without the need for cut-

ting the fabric! 

Quite a few daring Guild members took in their blanket or 

sheet ready to dress up in, their safety pins, belts etc, and 

Mariana’s husband made a traditional Olympian olive 

branch garland to wear on the head as a great honour for 

their athletic prowess.  

We listened to Patricia give a short presentation about an-

cient forms of dress, how they were dyed and woven using 

possibly ‘spliced’ yarns and how they were folded and 

pinned in those days, and how one could wear a simple 

braided belt like the lovely braids that edged the dresses 

hanging up on display with special patterns.  
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We were all asked to help each other fold and pin the rectangular fabric we 

had brought in such a way, so that we almost ‘became’ Bronze Age wom-

en, a kind of flowing feeling as the fabric itself formed one’s body cover-

ing in an elegant simple way!  

Everybody’s Chiton or Peplos 

was unique, no two looked the 

same. We assembled at one end 

of the hall ready for the catwalk, 

those of us being a bit unused to 

modeling had to get on with it 

and show off our lovely cos-

tumes to the others! We were in 

effect Bronze Age divas enjoying 

a bit of adoration from ‘the citi-

zens’ around us! 

Patricia and Mary should be con-

gratulated for their explanations 

of possible weaving techniques, plant fibres used, dyes used and archaeo-

logical artefacts discovered at various sites in Western Europe, and for 

their unabashed wearing of historical costumes themselves at our Guild 

meeting and explaining to us something of the social history involved in 

ancient forms of dress. They are both very keen historical re-enactors and 

can be contact-

ed through The 

Hampshire 

Guild of Weav-

ers, Spinners 

and Dyers.                     

 

Mariana  

Perry-Zoupanou 
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Show and Tell 

The table held many wonderful things.  Mary with her basket of natural 

dyed yarns from Judy’s Dyeing Day. Coral, always showing us something 

completely different had a needle felted picture of Fishlake Meadows. 

Tiffany-Louise Jones bought us her bright scarf which was the first article 

she has spun and used acid dyes to great effect.  Richard had a lovely pre-

sented alpaca spun yarn, which he was experimenting with in preparation  

for the Romsey Show. Cathy Wallis saw the Split Ply weaving Exhibition 

at Whitchurch and was hooked producing this jug and many other items. 

Demonstrating at John Lewis, Southampton              

Richard, Deborah, Liz and myself (Jo) went to demonstrate at the store. I imagined 

we would be in the Haberdashery depart-

ment, looking at gorgeous yarns and be-

ing tempted! We found ourselves part of 

their promotion of gift experience days, 

in the main shop thoroughfare.  

It was a very different experience. Peo-

ple busy shopping not visitors looking. 

Many made time to stop and talk. We 

were given coffee and cake tokens from 

the staff which were very welcome. 
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Demonstrating at The Vyne 

Jo and I (Joy) were lucky to be able to demonstrate spinning at 

the Vyne every Friday during July and August. The Vyne tapes-

tries are being cleaned and restored and will not be rehung until 

late 2020.  In the meantime an exhibition of contemporary 

weaving inspired by the Vyne Tapestries has been created and 

displayed together with a small loom for visitors to ‘have a go’ 

at weaving. In the small tapestry room adjacent to the room 

where the Vyne Tapestries are usually hung volunteer weavers 

and spinners from the Guilds and British Tapestry Group gave 

their time to tell people about tapestry, weaving and spinning. 

This is a project devised and arranged by Lorna Goldsmith who 

came to talk to us about it in March. 

Each Friday we were there was busy. We were soon telling visi-

tors about the spinning of the wool used in the tapestries and the 

Saxon wheels used as these tapestries were made before the in-

dustrial revolution.  There were usually 250 to 300 visitors go-

ing through the house over the afternoon. Many were children 

and all were keen to have a go at spinning on the wheel and 

some having a go with the drop spindle. Adults too were keen 

to try their hand. They came from far and wide including Chi-

na, Japan, Germany and across the UK. 

My highlight was visiting the volunteers toilet as it was pa-

pered with a beautiful strawberry pattern, very ‘William Mor-

ris’ and hand printed by the looks of it. I am pleased to read 

that they will be hunting more obscure designs and will have 

two reprinted for the bedrooms. 

The photos (right) are of tapestries hung in the little tapestry room  
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Demonstrating at 

Petlake Alpacas 3rd August 2019 

Amazing animals to look at and beautiful fibre to work with, the alpaca open Day 

was very enjoyable for all ages. Alex had chosen a lovely colour to work with and 

I’m sure we will see her results at a future show and tell, always a joy to see.  

 

Demonstrating at 

Little Woodham Gosport  

4th August 2019  

We spent a lovely day spinning and chatting 

in the sunshine. Lots of interest in our fibre 

craft, people were pleased to have a go at 

spinning a yarn and seeing the natural dyed 

wool, already made at Little Woodham.     

The loom and cloth woven there was also on show, a 

beautiful orange fabric.  

Some of the village folk were wearing garments made 

there.  

Mariana in the picture is showing a piece of yarn she 

had carded and we spun, two person twist and long 

draw, then allowing the yarn to ply itself after folding it 

from the middle. Simple but effect demonstration of 

how yarn is spun, shown to us by Ann at Hilliers last 

year.  

I was using a drop spindle and Beverly showed how the 

Spindle Wheel and traditional wheel work, always a joy 

to see how easy she makes it look. We had skeins of yarn from different breeds of 

animals and Beverley brought a rug she had woven, which someone offered to buy.  

Adults and children were keen to have a go at spinning the wool we had prepared 

and learn about the different fibres used to producing different cloth. It is a great 

place to visit, taking you back in time to see crafts and skills of a bygone age. The 

volunteers there are very knowledgeable and welcoming, so everyone learns some-

thing new. Well worth a visit.  

                                                                                                               Susan Logan 
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September Meeting 

With so many activities going on through the summer the Taster Day was 

very busy with people who wanted to have another go at our crafts. 

Suzanne had a busy day at the felting table with people making brooches 

Weaving was very popular with Della and Mary on the four shaft looms 

and Coral  on the rigid heddle looms. 

The South Downs Show 
18th August Queen    

Elizabeth Country Park  

Here we are having fun in the 

beer tent, up until then we 

had been very busy with visi-

tors, showing them our craft. 

Lots of interest from adults 

and children, all keen to see 

how the wool is spun. We had 

some prepared Southdown 

fleece and  posters of differ-

ent breeds of sheep were on show. The samples board was admired and is a great 

demonstration of the vast choice of fibres available.  
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While tables were busy with visitors some members were 

happy to take time out and sit and spin or knit.   

The electric spinning machine is becoming more popular 

and very portable when you repurpose a camera tripod 

stand! Richard and I had a go and I found it very easy to do 

very fine spinning. 

Cathy a new member was demonstrating split ply braid weaving with great 

interest from members and visitors.  We had six new members sign up with 

several more visitors very interested hoping to come again and maybe join 

our Guild.  Altogether a very successful and pleasurable day. 

Mariana had her 

drum carder.  

Patricia had planned 

to weave braids but 

interest was in woven 

paper bowls. 

Ann had many people trying drop spindle spinning. Beverley, Veronica, 

Joy, Alex and Jo tried to keep up with the spinning wheel enthusiasts. 
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Observations on felting beads 

Following a conversation with Coral about a piece of fleece escaping from 
a draw in my work room, in which I said “yes I’ve had that for ages, I real-
ly should spin it up or do something with it” & promptly stuffed it back in 
the drawer.  

The next day I saw some lovely felt beads on the ‘Pinterest’, some of you 
might be familiar with. So decided to do a trial run with the fore mentioned 
fleece which was from The Little Grey Sheep Co, some lovely hand dyed 
Gotland fleece which I know felts in a heartbeat. I was happy with the re-
sulting 15 beads which I made into a necklace & decorated with embroi-
dery. I decided to make more from some white Merino tops I had, these 
turned out well too, so they are now waiting to be dyed. If the dyeing result 
is good I shall decorate with some embroidery, maybe for Xmas gifts.  

Interestingly I experimented with some Alpaca fleece, with very different 
results. The fleece felted very easily, in fact quicker than the Merino, but 
get a knitting needle through them to make a threading hole was another 
story! I got a better shape with the Merino and making the threading hole 
with a knitting needle required a strong steady hand to push through the  
fibres.  

Working with the Alpaca I ended up with an oval shape (more practise 
needed to perfect a better more acceptable shape ) & to make the threading 
hole I needed an electric drill! First using a fine drill bit then drilling 
through a second time with a larger one. I really was surprised & amazed 
how the fibres had compacted together so quickly and were so dense. So if 
you are thinking of making a bullet proof vest you might consider using 
Alpaca fleece! If anyone knows of an easier way please, please let me 
know. 

                                                                                   Veronica Biddlecombe 
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Guild Summer School 2019 – Another way of looking at it 

In August I took my home-made 8-

shaft loom to York for the Associa-

tion’s summer school. 

I was signed up for Norah Ball’s 

class on design: Another way of 

looking at it.  I had chosen this be-

cause I am conscious that my ap-

proach to weaving is very technical 

and I wanted to challenge my creative side. 

Norah took us through approaches to design and some hand manipulating 

inlay techniques. 

For the first design exercise we drew some broad brush outlines based on a 

picture chosen from a magazine.  We then examined the drawing with two 

L-shaped bits of card cut from a cereal packet, to isolate interesting shapes.  

As a supplementary, we cut a copy of the drawing into strips which we 

wove together and then looked for more interesting shapes. 

I confess I was not convinced.  It 

seemed a lot of effort to create 

some random shapes. 

We scaled the shapes up to create 

‘cartoons’ which we pinned be-

hind the warp, filling the shapes 

using: Felpa (unsecured loops); Rya and Rya loops (knotted); clasped weft 

and finally 3-shaft twill inlay. 

Norah talked us through the design con-

cepts of some of her wonderful pieces, 

one of which had been the inspiration for 

one member of the class to take up 

weaving.   

Crossing the Divide was inspired by a 

journey across the Tibetan plateau.  
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Woven in double weave, the in-

serts and transfer prints refer-

ence the complex history of this 

remote area. 

For my final piece of the week I went 

back to the first design drawing and 

worked in all of the techniques (see if 

you can spot them!).   

My favourite bit of this piece is the 

‘random’ shape in the sky worked in 3

-shaft twill inlay –  

Somewhere in the week the design penny must have dropped! 

Towards the end of the week, some of the group re-warped for dou-

bleweave pick-up.  I passed on this, having spent some time two winters 

ago working on 

doubleweave.   

 

Looking at   

Marilyn’s sam-

ple, I do think 

the results are 

little short of 

magic. 
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Summer School Tweed and Plaid 

Shirley Channon was also at summer school and went with her loom al-

ready warped up and raring 

to start.  She went with San-

dra Coombes, not too sure 

what to expect but was soon 

enthralled by the whole expe-

rience. 

To start with the class did 

samples with twill, weaving 

in different  colours.   

Then  it was time to design 

their own tartan. Some peo-

ple spent hours deciding on 

the design but Shirley wanted to get on with the weaving and was delight-

ed with the design and colours. 

Future Dates For the Diary! 

2020, 19 -21 June AGWSD Guild Gathering,  

Colour -The Full Spectrum |Worcester  More Info  

2021, 15 - 21 July  | AGWSD Summer School | Essex | More Info 

Running alongside the classes was the tutors’ exhibition, certificate of 

achievement submissions and displays of the work of four recent graduates 

from textile degrees. At the end of the week we got to go into the other 

classrooms and see what the other groups had created.  And of course there 

was the trade fair to fill our bags and empty our purses. 

The highlights of the week were the camaraderie and support within the 

group and seeing so much inspirational work within and beyond our 

group.  The lowlights: wrestling with the wifi, queues in the refectory and 

the constant smell of cows!  But overall a very rewarding week. 

Coral Newton, August 2019 

https://www.wsd.org.uk/news-events/colour/
https://www.wsd.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/AGWSD-Newsletter-September-2019.pdf
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HWSD PROGRAMME 2019 

 

16
th

 November 

10am Main Hall  

‘News & Views’ 

- GUILD WEAVING DAY - 

The day will have a weaving focus,  

but there will be plenty of space and time for spinning. 

 

The Weaving Focus will provide opportunities to: 

Have a go at weaving on a rigid heddle loom 

*Start weaving an item and take the loom home to finish it,  

Bring your own loom and weave 

Ask questions and solve a weaving problem that you may have. 

 

*This opportunity will be run as a workshop in the Compton room. Coral has offered to run 

this workshop for six people, and will provide the rigid heddle looms. You will need to book 
up for this in October, so that you can discuss with Coral in advance what you want to achieve, 
agree what sort of yarn you wish to bring and preparation for the day can be done to make sure 

the looms are set up with the right heddle. 

The cost will be £15 per person and an £85 refundable deposit if you wish to take the loom & 
kit away to finish your piece and bring the loom back in January.  You will need to bring your 

own yarn as agreed in advance.   

 
~~~  

 
7

th
 December  

10am Meet in Main Hall for  

Tea / Coffee 

10.30am Main Hall – Speaker  

PETER HEWLETT-SMITH  

‘Journey down the Silk Road’ 

Followed by our own festive American Lunch 
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The copy deadline for the Winter Newsletter is 2nd January 2020 

Are you visiting exhibitions or going anywhere with interesting      
textile related activities?  Consider writing a short article with a  

photograph for the newsletter. 

www.hantswsd.org 

Our Guild Contact details 
Chairperson Richard Chairofhantswsd@yahoo.com 

Secretary Jo secretaryhantswsd@yahoo.co.uk 

Events Co-ordinator Contact eventshwsd@yahoo.com 

Newsletter  Joy pendine@gmail.com 

For more Diary Dates visit the Diary page on our website. 

For information on the Events the Guild will be demonstrating at and to 
volunteer, you can; email us, talk to a member of the committee at a 
meeting or visit the Guild Demonstration Events page on our website. 

EVENTS COMING UP 2019 
19 October | East Surrey Guild Open Day | Tadworth | More Info  

25 - 26 October | East Sussex Guild Exhibition | Lewes | More Info 

25 –27 October | Peter Tavy Guild Biennial Exhibition | Devon | More Info 

26 October | Southampton City Farm Autumn Festival | More Info | HWSD 

26 October | Tools for Self Reliance, Haberdashery Sale| Netley Marsh | More Info 

26 October | West Surrey Guild 40th Anniversary Event | Farnham | More Info 

26 October to 20 November | Material World Exhibition | Romsey | More Info 

26 –27 October | The Big Textile Show | Leicester | More Info 

22 –24 November| Weald & Downland Christmas Market | Singleton | More Info 

30 Nov 2019 – 5 Jan 2020 | Hants WSD Guild Exhibition | Whitchurch | More Info 

                    HWSD = Events where the Guild will be demonstrating 

https://www.hantswsd.org/diary-dates
https://www.hantswsd.org/2018-events-guild-demonstrations
http://www.creativefibres.org/meetings.html
https://www.esgwsd.org.uk/guild-exhibition/
https://www.petertavywsdguild.org.uk/events/local-regional-and-national/
http://www.downtoearthfarm.org/community-events.html
https://www.tfsr.org/support/events/
https://wsgswd.wordpress.com/2019/09/23/40th-anniversary-textile-exhibition-sales-and-demonstrations-saturday-26-october-2019-1030am-330pm-all-welcome/
https://www.hants.gov.uk/thingstodo/hilliergardens/whatson/events/material-world
https://thebigtextileshow.co.uk/
https://www.wealddown.co.uk/events/christmas-market/
https://www.hantswsd.org/hwsd-exhibition-whitchurch

